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Elementary Math
Focus and Coherence From a Single-Authorship Team
From Kindergarten through Algebra 2, Ron Larson and Laurie Boswell developed a logical and
comprehensive progression of focused math topics that results in meaningful coherence from course
to course.

Focus
Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life features rich lessons, activities, and assessments aligned to
grade-level standards, while simultaneously supporting and engaging students in the major work
of the course.

Name

Name

Place Value

Learning Target: Identify the values of digits in
three-digit numbers.

Success Criteria:

Learning Target: Identify the values of digits in

• I can model three-digit numbers.
• I can identify the values of digits in three-digit numbers.
• I can use place value to compare two numbers.

three-digit numbers.

Success Criteria:

• I can model three-digit numbers.
• I can identify the values of digits in three-digit numbers.
• I can use place value to compare two numbers.

Learning Targets and Success Criteria

7.17.1

Place Value

A Learning Target and Success Criteria provide a focus for
students for every lesson and are visibly shaped by the grade-level
standards, which give clarity around lesson goals. These are
periodically referenced throughout the lessons, reminding students
Model each number. Write each number in
to reflect on their learning.

Explore
p o and Grow
o
Model each number. Write each number in
expanded form.
130

Explore
p o and Grow
o
310

103

expanded form.
130
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Reasoning Which number is the greatest? How do you know?

Chapter 7 ⎜ Lesson 1

291
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310

Laurie’s Notes: Preparing to Teach

At the beginning of each lesson, the Preparing to Teach feature in
Laurie’s Notes makes connections to the threads of major topics for
the course. This reminds teachers of students’ prior knowledge and
helps focus each lesson on the current topics.

103
2
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Coherence

Cohesive Progressions

Chapter Learning Target:

Understandof
addition.
A single-authorship team ensures a coherent program with an intentional progression
content within
Chapter Success Criteria:
addition patterns.
and between grade levels. Students build new understanding on foundations fromIdentify
prior
grades and
Explain which strategy I used to write a sum.
Write a sum.
Solve addition problems.
connect concepts throughout the year.
■
■
■
■

Grade K

Grade 1

Counting and Cardinality
Know number names and the
count sequence.
Count to tell the number of
objects.
Compare numbers.
Chapters 1–4, 6, 8–10

Grade 2

Through the Grades

Progressions Through the Grades Chart

Grade 1

Teachers gain insight into where their students have
and Operations
– with the
come from andNumber
where they
are going next
Work with numbers 11–19 to
Progressions gain
Through
the Grades chart. With this
foundations for place
value. are assured that what they are
information, teachers
Chapter 8
teaching has a purpose and meaning for that particular
point in the curriculum.
Number and Quantity

Grade 3

Progressions

Grade 2

Solve addition and subtraction ●
word problems within 20.
Base Ten
● Determine the unknown
●
Extend the counting sequence. number
Use place
value and
properties
to complete
addition
●
Use place value and
ofsubtraction
operationsequations.
to add and
and
properties of operations to
subtract.
● Use
strategies to add
add and subtract.
Chapters
2–10,
14
within 100.
Chapters 6–9
●

Grade 3

● Solve one-step word
Solve one- and two-step
word problems within 100.
problems involving
measurement.
Use strategies to fluently
● Solve one- and two-step
Use
place
valuewithin
and properties
add
and
subtract
100.
ofstrategies
operations
perform
word problems involving
Use
toto
add
up to 4
multi-digit
arithmetic.
data.
two-digit
numbers.
Chapters 7–9, 12
● Solve two-step word
problems involving the
four operations.
● Use strategies to fluently add
and subtract within 1,000.

Num. and Oper. – Fractions

Seamless Progressions Between Grades

Standard

Understand fractions as Through the Chapter
numbers.
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
Chapters 10, 11, 14

4.7

One author team thoughtfully wrote each course, creating a seamless
progression of content from Kindergarten through Algebra 2.

Algebra and Functions

Operations and Algebraic Thinking
Understand addition as putting
together and adding to, and
understand subtraction as
taking apart and taking from.
Chapters 5–7

Solve problems involving
addition and subtraction
within 20.
Apply properties of
operations.
Work with addition and
subtraction equations.
Chapters 1–5, 10, 11

Chapter 4

Geometry

Geometry

Use addition and subtraction within 100 to solve
one- and two-step word problems involving
situations of addition to, taking from, putting
together, taking apart, and comparing, with
unknowns in all positions, e.g. by using drawings
and equations with a symbol for the unknown
number to represent the problem.
Fluently
and subtract
within 100 using
Solveadd
problems
involving
Solvestrategies
problems involving
based
on place
properties of operations,
addition
andvalue,
subtraction
multiplication and division
and/or
the 20.
relationship between addition
and 100.
within
within
Work with equal groups of
Apply properties of
subtraction.
objects.
multiplication.
Add up to four two-digit numbers using strategies
Chapters
1–6,
15 and properties ofSolve
problems involving the
based
on place
value
operations.
four operations, and
and explain patterns
Key:
= Preparing
= Learning
=identify
Complete
in arithmetic.
Chapters 1–5, 8, 9, and 14

Identify and describe shapes.
Analyze, compare, create, and
compose shapes.
Chapters 11, 12

2022_g2_te_04.indb EV

Reason with shapes and their
attributes.
Chapters 12, 14

Intentional Sequence Within Each Grade

T-151B
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Reason with shapes and their
attributes.
Chapter 15

Reason with shapes and their
attributes.
Chapters 10, 13

Measure and estimate lengths
in standard units.
Relate addition and subtraction
to length.
Work with time and money.
Represent and interpret data.
Chapters 11–14

Solve problems involving
measurement and estimation
of intervals of time, liquid
volumes, and masses of objects.
Represent and interpret data.
Understand the concepts of
area and perimeter.
Chapters 6, 12, 14, 15

Measurement,
Data, and
Probability

This intentional progression of content results in coherence
within the grade. Each lesson builds on prior learning as
new concepts are introduced, providing an easy way for
students to form connections.
Measurement and Data
Describe and compare
measurable attributes.
Classify objects and count the
number of objects in each
category.
Chapters 4, 11, 13

Measure lengths indirectly and
by iterating length units.
Tell and write time.
Represent and interpret data.
Chapters 10–12

xxx
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Elementary Math
Rigor Through a Balanced Approach

Conceptual Understanding and Procedural Fluency
A truly rigorous program provides a balance of the three aspects of rigor: conceptual understanding,
procedural fluency, and application. Every lesson in the Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life program was
intentionally written with the following elements to support this balance.

3.1

Dig
In

Explore
Learning
Target
and
Grow
Success Criteria

Use multiplication to
compare two numbers.
●

●

Conceptual Understanding

Write addition
or multiplication
equations given a
comparison sentence.
Write a comparison
sentence given
an addition or a
multiplication equation.
Solve comparison word
problems involving
multiplication.

Each lesson contains a Dig In from
Laurie’s Notes to help teachers launch
Warm-Up
the lesson. These Dig Ins help
build
Practice
opportunities
for the following
are available in the
conceptual understanding and
connect
Resources by Chapter or
at BigIdeasMath.com.
students’ prior knowledge to the
Daily skills
Vocabulary
Prerequisite skills
concepts in the lesson.
●

Laurie’s Notes

Think
and
Grow

Show
and
Grow

When two quantities are known, say $5 and $15, we can compare
these amounts using additive or multiplicative language. “I have
$10 more than you,” or “I have three times as much money as
you,” are both correct statements. Each is a comparison of
$5 to $15. In this lesson the comparison language is reviewed
and students solve comparison word problems. The comparison
language is used throughout the chapter in solving
multiplication problems.

Materials
● counters

Dig In (Motivate Time)
Students compare two numbers using additive (is __ more than)
and multiplicative (is __ times more than) language.
●

●

●
●

Students develop conceptualPoint out that Explore
and Grow asks students
to model counters.
understanding as they investigate
new
Explain that the
word
model means to
demonstrate visually.
topics during the Explore and
Grows.
Students
may be familiar
with the word model as
it
applies
to modeling
Through discovery learning, clothing.
the use
Explain that
many things may be
modeled, and in math
of manipulatives, and mathematical
when you demonstrate a
problem visually you are
conversations, students develop
modelingdeeper
the problem.
levels of understanding. T-69 Chapter 3

BigIdeasMath.com

Preparing to Teach

●

ELL Support

Check out the
Dynamic Classroom.

●

●

●

Fold a strip of paper in half and
then half again as shown. Unfold
3
and write 3 in one section.
Turn and Talk: “Tell your partner what number the whole strip
represents and how you know you are correct.” Listen for each
section represents 3 and 4 × 3 is 12.
“How many times greater is 12 than 3?” 4 times “How much
greater is 12 than 3?” 9 greater
“How were the two questions the same? different?” Both
questions compared 3 and 12. How many times greater
is a multiplicative relationship and how much greater is an
additive relationship.
Summarize with Equations: 12 is 4 times greater than 3. 12 is
9 more than 3.
Fold back one section so only three sections are visible. Repeat
the same questions. 9 is 3 times greater than 3 and 9 is 6 more
than 3.
Ask students if the folded strip of paper reminds them of a
model they have seen before. Students used a tape diagram
when learning multiplication facts in a previous grade.
“You wrote addition and multiplication equations that
represented the comparison between 12 and 3. How did you
know what type of equation to write?” Listen for distinction
between how much more versus how many times more.

Teaching Prompt

Learning Target

2022_g4_te_03.indb T-69
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Math Tools
Teachers and students can use the
point-of-use Math Tools to support
students’ conceptual development.

4

Apply
and
Grow

Think
Think and
and Grow:
Grow: Understand
Using Equal Multiplicative
Groups to Multiply
Comparisons

You can use multiplication to compare two numbers.

Remember, you can use
the Commutative Property of
Multiplication to multiply
in any order.

Example Write two comparison sentences for 24 = 4 × 6.

Procedural Fluency

6
6

Following the Explore and Grow, students
solidify their learning with clear, steppedout teaching through Key Ideas and
Think and Grow examples.

4
6

6

4

6

4

24

24 is

4

4

4

24

times as

24 is

.

many as

4

many as

times as
.

You can compare two numbers using addition or multiplication.
• Use addition to find how many more or how many fewer.
• Use multiplication to find how many times as much.

Example

Write an equation for each comparison sentence.
12 is 8 more than 4.

12 is 3 times as many as 4.

12
12

12 =

12 =

×

I can do it!

Write two comparison sentences for the equation.

Students demonstrate what they have learned in the Show and Grow, allowing teachers to determine
how to scaffold and differentiate during the Apply and Grow. During the Apply and Grow, students will
Draw a model for the comparison sentence. Then write an equation.
complete both conceptual and procedural questions3.and
exercises.
21 is 14 more than 7.
4. 40 is 8 times as many as 5.
1. 15 = 3 × 5

2. 32 = 4 × 8

© Big Ideas Learning, LLC

Scaffolding and Differentiating

Show
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Elementary Math
Rigor Through a Balanced Approach

7. The House of Representatives has
Real-Life
Application
335 more members than the Senate.

8. A lion’s roar can be heard 5 miles
away. The vibrations from an elephant’s
The Senate has 100 members. How
stomp can be felt 4 times as many
Big Ideas Math:
Modelingdoes
Real
emphasizes
real-life
balancing
many members
theLife
House
of
milesapplication,
away as the lion’s
roar can the
be three aspects of rigor.
Representatives have?
heard. How many miles away can the
vibrations be felt?

Modeling Real Life
9.

Construct an Argument Newton

10.

Every lesson
contains
a Think
says
the equation
270 =and
30 ×Grow:
9 means
270
is
30
times
as
many
as
9.
Descartes
Modeling Real Life example. This provides

Precision Compare the door’s
height to the desk’s height using
multiplication and addition.

says it means 270 is 9 times as many as

students with
a relevant
real-world
problem
30. Explain
how you
know they
are
that bringsboth
together
their conceptual
correct.
understanding and procedural fluency as they
seek to apply and transfer their knowledge.

11. Open-Ended Write a comparison
statement for a sum of 28.
7. The House of Representatives has
335 more members than the Senate.
The Senate has 100 members. How
many members does the House of
Representatives have?

9.

13.

8 ft
2 ft

12.

Modeling Real Life There are
12 shepherds and retrievers in all at a
dog park. There are 2 times as many
shepherds as retrievers. How many
retrievers are there?

14.

DIG DEEPER You have 8 times as
many dimes as nickels. You have
18 dimes and nickels altogether. How
much money do you have in all?

8. A lion’s roar can be heard 5 miles
away. The vibrations from an elephant’s
stomp can be felt 4 times as many
miles away as the lion’s roar can be
heard. How many miles away can the
vibrations be felt?

Modeling Real Life Pythons sleep
10.
Precision Compare the door’s
6 times as long as height
horses.
Horses
sleep
to the desk’s
height using
multiplication and addition.
3 hours each day. How many hours
do pythons sleep each day?

Construct an Argument Newton
says the equation 270 = 30 × 9 means
270 is 30 times as many as 9. Descartes
says it means 270 is 9 times as many as
30. Explain how you know they are
both correct.

8 ft

11.

Review & Refresh
Open-Ended Write a comparison
12.

statement for a sum of 28.

2 ft

Modeling Real Life There are
12 shepherds and retrievers in all at a
dog park. There are 2 times as many
shepherds as retrievers. How many
retrievers are there?

13.

15. 7 ×

Modeling Real Life Pythons sleep
6 times as long as horses. Horses sleep
3 hours each day. How many hours
do pythons sleep each day?

18.

= 280

14.

DIG DEEPER

× 90 = 540

Review & Refresh

16.

You have 8 times as
many dimes as nickels. You have
18 dimes and nickels altogether. How
much money do you have in all?

× 30 = 270

practicing through
= 40 Students
20. will then
× 50continue
= 350

19. 2 ×

18.

= 280

× 90 = 540

16.

19. 2 ×

× 30 = 270

= 40

17. 8 ×

20.

= 640

× 50 = 350

© Big Ideas Learning, LLC

74

74
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= 640

Grow Independent Problem Solvers

Find the missing factor.
15. 7 ×

17. 8 ×

© Big Ideas Learning, LLC

Find the missing factor.

2/18/21 8:21 AM

nonroutine problems, such as Modeling Real
Life and Dig Deeper, which help students apply
surface-level skills to gain a deeper understanding.
These problems lead students to become
2/18/21 8:21 AM
independent problem solvers.

Problem-Solving Plan

Through an emphasis on the ProblemSolving Plan, all students can be successful
with application problems. Featured in
many of the Think and Grow: Modeling
Real Life examples, students become
familiar with the process, helping them
make sense of the problem and grow
their confidence.

Connecting to Real Life
Teachers can launch every chapter by having students think about their world. After the chapter,
teachers can use the related Performance Task to connect students to what they just learned.

3

Name

Multiply by
One-Digit
Numbers

Performance
Task

3

Sounds are vibrations that travel as waves through solids, liquids, and
gases. Sound waves travel 1,125 feet per second through air.
Chapter Learning Target:

• Have you ever seen a fireworks
display? What types of events
have fireworks displays?

• At a fireworks display, you see
the lights before you hear the
sounds because light travels faster
than sound. How can you use
multiplication to find out how far
away you are from the fireworks?

1. You see a flash of lightning 5 seconds before you hear the thunder.
How far away is the storm?

Understand multiplying one-digit
numbers.

Chapter Success Criteria:
■ I can find the product of two numbers.
■ I can use rounding to estimate a

product.
■ I can write multiplication problems.
■ I can solve a problem using an

2. Sound waves travel 22,572 feet per second faster through iron than through
diamond. The speed of sound through diamond is 39,370 feet per second.
a. Estimate the speed of sound through iron in feet per second.

equation.

b. What is the actual speed of sound through iron in feet per second?

c.

Check Your Work Is your estimate close to the exact speed of sound
through iron? Explain.

© Big Ideas Learning, LLC

© Big Ideas Learning, LLC

3. Sound waves travel about 4 times faster through water
than through air.
a. What is the speed of sound through water in
feet per second?

67
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b. A horn blows under water. A diver is about 9,000 feet
away from the horn. About how many seconds does it
take the diver to hear the sound of the horn?

4.

Construct an Argument Do sound waves travel the fastest
through solids, liquids, or gases? Explain.

Chapter 3

2022_g4_se_03_ec.indd 129

129
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STEAM Videos

Starting in Grade 3, students can watch STEAM Videos online
and complete the corresponding STEAM Performance Task,
giving them further opportunities to connect to real life
through varying interests and scenarios.
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Elementary Math
Integrated Mathematical Practices
Developing proficiency in the Mathematical Practices is about becoming a mathematical thinker.
Newton and Descartes, student-friendly math guides integrated throughout the program and in Math
Musicals, help students use the Mathematical Practices by posing questions for students to consider
as they learn to reason and communicate.
labels
throughout the book indicate gateways to those
Think and Grow: Using the Problem-Solving Plan
aspects. Collectively, these opportunities lead
Example A bookshelf has 5 shelves. There are 8 comic books on each shelf.
You take 3 of them to read. How many comic books are left on the shelves?
students to a full understanding of each
Understand the Problem
What do you need to find?
What do you know?
Mathematical Practice.
• You need to find how many
• There are
shelves.
• There are
each shelf.
• You take
read.

comic books on
comic books to

Make a Plan

Make Sense of Problems and
Persevere in Solving Them

How will you solve?
by
• Multiply
the shelves.
• Then subtract

One way to Make Sense of Problems and Persevere in
Solving Them is to use the Problem-Solving Plan. Students
should take time to analyze the given information and what
the problem is asking to help them plan a solution pathway.

to find how many

Solve
8

8

8

2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 10

7 + 3 = 10

2 + 8 = 10

5 + 5 = 10

8

8
5×8=

8+8+8+8+8=

Show
Sh
ho
ow
o
w and
an
a
n d Grow
Gro
Gr
row
o
ow
w

−3=
comic books left on the shelves.

I can do it!

1. A photo album has 10 pages. Each page
holds 6 photos. You put 52 photos in the
album. How many more photos can you
put in the album?

Reason Abstractly
and Quantitatively

© Big Ideas Learning, LLC

Reasoning Newton has 10 tokens. Which equations
can Newton use to make an array with his tokens?

are on

from the product.

There are

3.

are left on the
of
shelves after you take
them.

Students Reason Abstractly when they explore an example using
84 and models to represent the problem. Other times, students
numbers
Reason Quantitatively when they see relationships in numbers or
models and draw conclusions about the problem.

Modeling Real Life A theater has 4 equal rows
of seats. There are 16 seats in all. How many seats
5. 70 −
=0
6. 50 −
= 40
are in each row?

g3_se_ch2.indb 84
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4.

7.

Construct Viable Arguments and Critique
40 −
= 20 of Others
8. 90 −
= 50
seats
the Reasoning

3.

31 − 9 = 32

When students Construct Viable Arguments and Critique the
DIGDEEPER
DEEPERof Others,
DIG
Which choices
the3 model?
theyhas
make
and justify
conclusions
5.9.Reasoning
Descartes
8match
rows
of
counters.
Heand
adds
2 rows
of counters
the array.are
Now
howor
many
counters
decide
whether
others’toarguments
correct
flawed.
4 tens − 5 ones

10.

Review & Refresh

Tens

Ones

Tens

Ones

Regroup?
Yes

No

40 − 5

3 tens 2 ones

9 tens − 5 tens
counters

Modeling Real Life There are 40 chairs in
6. There are 9 lions in all. How many lions are in the den?
the library. There are 30 fewer tables than chairs.
How many tables are there?

8

4.

learned to a real-life problem and interpret mathematical results in
the context of the situation.
magnets

5.

tables

Model With
Mathematics

Modeling Real Life You have 26 magnets.
You put 9 of them on your refrigerator. How
many
magnets
not on the refrigerator?
To
Model
Withare
Mathematics,
students apply the math they have

DIG DEEPER You have 83 cotton balls. You use
some of them. There are 76 left. How many
cotton balls do you use?
ing, LLC

90 − 50
does Descartes have in all?

Is Newton correct? Explain.

?

Think and Grow: Use
Understand
Models Multiplicative
to Multiply Decimals
Comparison
and
Whole Numbers

Use Appropriate
Tools Strategically

Find 0.23 × 3.

Example

To Use Appropriate Tools Strategically,
students need to know what tools are available
and think about how each tool might help them
solve a mathematical problem. When students
choose a tool to use, remind them that it may
have limitations.

Use a model. Shade 3 groups of 0.23.

xxxUse Math Tools
What does each part of
the model represent?

0.23 + 0.23 + 0.23 =
So, 0.23 × 3 =

Think and Grow

Find 0.48 × 4.

Example

Use a model. Shade 4 groups of 0.48.

Show 123 two ways.

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

her your answer is reasonable.

0.48 + 0.48 + 0.48 + 0.48 =

Attend to Precision

16.7xxxCommunicate Clearly6.
5.9
× 8.6
× 0.4 Explain why 1 hundred,
2 tens, and 3 ones has
the same value as
12 tens and 3 ones.

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

Show
Sh
S
how
ho
ow and
an
a
nd
n
d Grow
Grow
o
ow
w
Find the product.

9. 1.2 × 3.71 =

Show
S
Gr
Grow
ow
Shh
ho
ow
o
w and
an
a
ndd G
Grrro
G
row
ow
ow

1. 0.19 × 3 =

I can do it!

1. Show 261 two ways.

Hundreds

11. forNumber
Sense Use
Which products
Look
and Make
are greater than 20.4?
of Structure

.5 miles
es it travel

Students Look3.4for
of ×
Structure
by
×and
7.2 Make Use2.5
4.8 Hundreds
looking closely to see structure within a mathematical
statement or stepping back for an overview to see
how individual3.2
parts
make one single
× 6.3
8.6 object.
× 2.4
2. Show 345 two ways.

338

13.

Hundreds

DIG DEEPER Write a multiplication
Hundreds
equation shown by the partial
products 0.14 + 0.2 + 2.1 + 3.

xxxRepeated Reasoning
What number patterns
three hundred thirty-eight
can help you identify the
factors of the equation?

g2_se_ch7.indb 338
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Ones
Structure Write an equation that matches the
4. number
Structure
line. Write an equation that matches the
number line.

Tens
4.

Tens

+1
+1

Ones

+10
+10

17 18
17 18

188

g5_se_ch5.indb 188

ly How can
p you place
oduct? Explain.

2. 0.37 × 5 =

Tens

+10
+10

28
28

38
38

+
+

Ones

+10
+10

+10
+10

48
48

58
58

=
=

5.
Modeling Real Life There are 36 black keys on
5. a piano.
Modeling
Lifemore
There
arekeys
36 black
ThereReal
are 16
white
than keys
blackon
piano.
There
arewhite
16 more
keys than black
Tens a
OnesHow
keys.
many
keys white
are there?
keys.
How
many
white
keys
are
there?
Look for and Express Regularity in

2/24/21 12:21 PM
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8. 10.6 × 14.7 =

I can do

When students
Attend
So, 0.48
× 4 to
= Precision,. they are
developing a habit of being careful in how they
talk about concepts, label their work, and write
it! their answers.

© Big Ideas Learning, LLC

actice

5.

.

Repeated Reasoning

When students Look for and Express Regularity in Repeated
Reasoning, they can notice patterns and make generalizations.
Remind students to keep in mind the goal of a problem, which will
help them evaluate reasonableness of answers along the way.

white keys
white keys
6.
Choose Tools Do you prefer to use models or a
6. number
Choose
prefer to
use models or a
line Tools
to add Do
twoyou
numbers?
Explain.
number line to add two numbers? Explain.
2/19/21 9:01 AM
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Elementary Math
Accelerating Learning for All Students
Five Highest-Impact Teaching Strategies
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Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life
DIRECT INSTRUCTION (0.59)
0.4
0.5
incorporates the highest-impact
0.3
FEEDBACK (0.64)
0.6
0.2
um
SPACED PRACTICE (0.65)
teaching strategies from Professor
Medi
TEACHER CLARITY (0.76)
Typical effects
John Hattie’s Visible Learning research.
H
of one year of
CLASSROOM
teaching on
DISCUSSION (0.82)
Reinforced throughout the program,
students
these five strategies are proven to
Think and Grow: Modeling
Real Life Zone of
Decreased
have the greatest impact on student
achievement
desired effects
Theseallapplications
achievement, giving
students the allow students to show their understanding
ry aloud
of Influences
of multiplying by 2 to determine if Barometer
there are enough
supplies in a
llow opportunity to be successful.

variety of contexts.

Preview: “Underline the question in each word problem.
if there
NameWhat do the questions have in common?” each asks
Teacher
Clarity
are enough.
Learning
Targets and
Place Value
Read the example. “The musher has 15 dogs. What
will
Success Criteria are
Learning Target: Identify the values of digits in
happen
if
a
sled
dog
team
needs
14
dogs,
will
the
musher
three-digit numbers.
incorporated into every
haveCriteria:
enough?”
Success
chapter and lesson, and
● “Write
• I can
model three-digit
numbers.
the multiplication
equation for the number of sled dogs a
visibly reflect the standards,
• I canteam
identifymust
the values
of digits
numbers.”
have.
Theninfithree-digit
nd the product.
• I can use place value to compare two numbers.
teachers to clearly
“Explain to your partner the strategy you used toallowing
solve your
communicate
multiplication equation. Did you use a model? skip
count? uselearning
addition? use the Commutative Property?”
expectations.
“Will the musher have enough? How many
dogs Grow
does
Explore
p oextra and
o
he have?”
● Make Sense of Problems and Persevere in Solving Them:
Feedback
Model each number. Write each number in
“Complete
Exercises
and 20.isCompare
answers
with
Providing
timelyform.
and
relevant19feedback
crucial foryour
students
to make
expanded
your partner.
Discuss
you solved
each exercise
and how you
connections
and further
theirhow
understanding.
Feedback
helps students
know what
yourthey
solution
is correct.
” they are in the learning, and where
determine
are learning,
where
130
● Supporting Learners: Have students model each “need”
they are going next. In turn, students can also provide teachers with feedback
and “have” with two different colors of counters. Then lay
using the Self-Assessment tool.
each “have” counter on top of the “need” in a one-to-one
correspondence. If each is covered, there are enough.
“You have modeled multiplying by 2 and found the product.
310
Sometimes
the number of groups is 2, sometimes the size of
the group is 2. Tell your partner what you learned today about
multiplying a number by 2.”
●

7.1

Closure
●

Distribute
exit cards. “Today you learned to multiply a number
103
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Structure Explain how you can use an addition equation or
a multiplication equation to compare the numbers of yellow
counters and red counters.

The equation 5 + 10 = 15 shows that there are 10 more red
than yellow. The equation 5 × 3 = 15 shows that there are
3 times as many red as yellow.

Classroom Discussion

When students participate in mathematical discourse, they hone their ability to reason,
construct arguments,
and critique each other’s reasoning. Turn and Talk, found in
Chapter 3 ⎜ Lesson 1
69
Laurie’s Notes, allows students to frequently analyze each other’s mathematical thinking.
2022_g4_se_03.indb 69
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Explore and Grow
●

●

Turn and Talk: “Describe the relationship between the number of red counters
and yellow counters.” Discuss and record valid statements:
● There are many more red counters than yellow counters.
● There are 10 more red counters than yellow counters.
● There are 3 times as many red counters as yellow counters.
There are different valid equations students may write to compare
two numbers. Students may
5 + 10
= 15Which
and 5expressions
× 3 = 15.have a sum
13. write
Number
Sense
These are equations that resulted
from
comparing
5
and
15.
or difference that is greater than 10?

6+6
14.

20 − 10

14 − 9

4+7

Chapter 3 ⎜ Lesson 1

Modeling Real Life How
Direct
Instruction Lunch Choice
many fewer students
choose
a sandwich than pizza?
Every investigativeSandwich
Explore and Grow is

followed by explicit
instruction, allowing
Pasta
students to build their
Pizzaprocedural fluency.
students
Think and Grow examples have been
carefully
designed
to ensure students meet
How many students
do not choose
pizza?
the success criteria of each lesson.

2022_g4_te_03.indb 69

students

15. DIG DEEPER Use the tally chart above to write and solve your
own word problem.

Spaced Practice

Review & Refresh

Students must revisit concepts
over time so deeper learning
occurs. The Review & Refresh
exercises in every lesson provide
ongoing practice so students
continue to focus on the
major topics.

groups of 4
88
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16. Circle groups of 4. Write a repeated addition equation
to match.

eighty-eight
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Elementary Math
Flexible Resources Accessible Anywhere
Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life is powered by a robust technology platform that enhances instruction
and includes interactive resources for facilitating and completing lessons, assessment options, and video
support for both students and teachers.

Dynamic Student Edition
The Dynamic Student
Edition is a complete,
interactive version of the

Student Edition with a
Multi-Language Glossary,
interactive explorations,
digital examples, virtual
manipulatives, Extra
Example Videos, and
digital exercises.

Apps for Offline Learning

The eBook App conveniently
gives students access to the
Student Edition content as
needed. The Homework App
allows students to complete
assignments even when
internet access is limited
or unavailable.

Assignment Builder

The Assignment Builder gives teachers the flexibility to create digital assignments and assessments
that match the print resources or develop their own questions. The parity between the print and digital
ensures teachers can provide equitable access to course content for all students. The embedded tools in
the assignments provide students with optional support so that all students can be successful.
12

Newton and Descartes’s Math Musicals With Differentiated Rich Math Tasks

Math Musicals offer elementary students a fun and engaging connection between math, music, and
literature. Two furry friends, Newton and Descartes, team up in these educational stories and songs to
bring mathematics to life!

Differentiated Rich Math Tasks

Differentiated Rich Math Tasks encourage
students to make sense of and extend the
math concepts presented in Math Musicals.
Each task includes three different levels so
students can complete tasks that are
designed to challenge them.

Explore
Math Musicals!
MathMusicals.com

Students tap into rich characters,
relationships, and emotions with Math
Musicals, providing a landscape for
developing SEL skills. Use the SEL
Guiding Questions for Math Musicals
found online for additional SEL support!
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CASEL CORRELATIONS

WITH GUIDING QUESTIONS

SELFAWARENESS

SELFMANAGEMENT

Day at the Beach
Seashells Responsible Decision-Making
page 7

Descartes is curious and inspects a seashell that Newton found on the beach.
As he gets closer, the hermit crab, Cora, pinches Descartes’s nose and he
instantly reacts by throwing the seashell, causing Cora's home to break.
Descartes does not evaluate the consequences of his decision in this situation.

Guiding Questions:
Did Descartes make a good decision by throwing the seashell? Why or why not?
What should he have done? Did Descartes realize what might result from his
actions in this instance? Please explain.

RESPONSIBLE
R
DECISIONMAKING

SOCIALL
SS
AWARENEESS
RELATIONSHIP
SKILLS

GRADE 1

Support for Social and Emotional
Learning (SEL) with Newton
and Descartes

13

Elementary Math
Support to Empower Teachers
Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life provides teachers with
everything they need to plan, teach, and assess to
accelerate learning for all students.

Plan Efficiently
Written by master educator and author Dr. Laurie Boswell, Laurie’s Notes offer teachers point-of-use
support through content overviews, motivation techniques, teaching strategies, questions to ask students
for discussion, closures, and more! Laurie’s Notes also include specific support for the Mathematical
Practices, so teachers can ensure students are using them on a daily basis.

14

Teach Effectively
Teachers use the Dynamic Classroom to facilitate lessons using the engaging explorations, digital
examples, and interactive practice all at their fingertips. They can even use the Flip-To feature to send
students directly to a specific place in their Dynamic Student Edition, which makes managing a
classroom full of devices a breeze.
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Elementary Math
Rich Assessments

Improving Student Outcomes
Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life is supported by a rich collection of assessment tools for diagnostic,
formative, and summative assessment. Consistent and frequent checkpoints allow teachers to evaluate
where students are in their learning, while real-time results and progressive reporting are easily
accessible on the digital platform.

Diagnostic Assessment

DAP Assessment

The DAP (Diagnostic Adaptive Progression) Assessment
measures learning across grades and gives teachers full
insight into where students fall on the continuum of skills.
With this cohesive and effective test, questions adapt based
on student responses. The detailed report suggests resources
to use with students who need support, empowering
teachers with information to become even more effective
in their instruction.
16

Prerequisite Skills Practice

With the Prerequisite Skills Practice, teachers can
identify prior skills where students may need more
support before starting grade-level content.

Formative Assessment

Formative Check and Self-Assessment

Teachers can formatively assess students using the
Formative Check and encourage students to use the
Self-Assessment. Both tools provide data and insight into
student progress, as well as how the students perceive
their learning progress as they rate themselves on the
Success Criteria.

Summative Assessment
Dynamic Assessment System

Teachers can assign practice and assessments aligned to
course content or create their own assignments, including
writing their own questions. Assignments are automatically
scored and provide detailed reports on performance
and standards.

Assessment Book

Chapter Tests, Pre- and Post-Course Tests, and Course
Benchmark Tests from the Assessment Book assess course
content and can be assigned periodically throughout the year
to show growth. Digital versions can be customized online in
the Assignment Builder.
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Elementary Math
Reach All Learners
Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life ensures teachers can easily meet the needs of all learners through
differentiation and intervention strategies and resources.

Scaffolding Instruction

Using Scaffolding Instruction
in Laurie’s Notes, teachers
can provide specific support for
Emerging and Proficient learners,
with options for extending lessons
by adding even more rigor for
Advanced students.

Built-In Differentiation

Name _______________________________________________
Lesson

2.7

Resources found online
and in the Resources
by Chapter, such as
Reteach, Extra Practice, and
Enrichment and Extension,
as well as Differentiating
the Lesson, provide teachers
with materials they can use
with their students that are
directly related to the lesson
goals but also targeted to
students’ needs.

Reteach

This number line shows
the numbers 0 through 10.
1. 0 + 4 = _____

2. 1 + 3 = _____

3. 7 + 3 = _____

4. 3 + 5 = _____

Copyright © Big Ideas Learning, LLC
All rights reserved.
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Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life Grade 1
Resources by Chapter

105

Timely Intervention Support
Through a multitude of print and digital resources, Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life completely
supports the Response to Intervention and Multi-Tiered System of Supports models. With resources for
students at every tier, including access to the entire K–12 curriculum online, teachers can target students
with specific support to get them back on track at any point.

Tier 3: Individualized Interventions
Tier 2: Supplemental Interventions
Tier 1: Core Instruction

Digital Opportunities for
Reinforcement and Enrichment
Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life offers a variety of
digital resources for skill development, review, and
enrichment. The Skills Trainer provides opportunities
for students to review or extend skills from Kindergarten
through Algebra 2. Interactive Tools, such as base ten
blocks, linking cubes, and fraction models, help students
make connections by visualizing key concepts.
REVIEW: Factors of Whole Numbers
Key Concept and Vocabulary
factor pair

Factor pairs for 12:
1 and 12, 2 and 6,
3 and 4
Factors of 12:
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12

1 × 12 = 12

Skills Review for Success

factor

factor

Name ___________________________________

Visual Model
The side lengths of rectangles with an area of 12
square units represent the factor pairs for 12.

12

1

4

6
2 × 6 = 12
3 × 4 = 12

The Skills Review Handbook includes examples and practice
to review concepts from Kindergarten through Grade 8. It can
be used for remediation, enrichment, and differentiation.
Available in print or digitally, the handbook provides students
with an additional opportunity for review and practice.

2

Skill Examples

3

A 1 × 12
rectangle
and a 12 × 1
rectangle both
give the factor
pair 1 and 12.

Application Example

1. Factors of 1: 1

6. A car show director wants to organize 24 cars
into a rectangular array. How many different
arrays can he make?

2. Factors of 8: 1, 2, 4, 8

There are 4 factor pairs for 24.

3. Factors of 7: 1, 7

You can use each factor pair to make 2 arrays.
4. Factors of 15: 1, 3, 5, 15

4×2=8

5. Factors of 29: 1, 29

PRACTICE

MAKES

He can make 8 different arrays.

PURR-FECT ®

Check your answers at BigIdeasMath.com.

7. Draw rectangles to find the factor pairs for 16.

Find the factor pairs for the number.
8. 6

9. 11

10. 30

12. 20

13. 18

List the factors of the number.
11. 9

14. STEPPING STONE You want to organize 10 pebbles into a rectangular array on a stepping
stone. How many different arrays can you make?
15. POSTERS You have 40 posters to hang in a rectangular array on a wall. You do not have room
for more than 8 posters in each row or column. What are the possible numbers of posters you
can hang in each row? Explain.

Copyright © Big Ideas Learning, LLC
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Elementary Math
Ensure Success for English Language Learners
In the Teaching Edition, teachers will find leveled ELL Support for
Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced ELL students for every lesson,
which is in addition to the leveled Scaffolding Instruction notes.

Support for Spanish-Speaking Students
The Spanish Student Edition, in both print and digital, is a carefully
developed translation of the complete student program. In addition,
a full assessment suite in Spanish ensures formative and summative
assessment can be delivered effectively.

ELL Support
After completing
the example, have
students work in pairs
to complete Exercises
1–3. Have one student
ask another, “How
many jumps of five do
you make? What is the
answer?” Have them
alternate roles for each
exercise.
Beginner students
may answer using
numbers.
Intermediate students
may answer using
phrases, such as,
“eight times.”
Advanced students
may answer with
sentences, such as,
“I make eight jumps
of five.”

School-to-Home
Connections

Family Letters and the
Multi-Language Glossary
are available in 16 languages,
including Spanish, providing
parents with the information
and tools they need to help
their students succeed. The
Game Library contains
English and Spanish
interactive games with audio,
making math fun at home!

View this Video in Spanish
Digital Language Support

Spanish audio is also available in the Dynamic Classroom to
T-60Extra Example
ChapterVideos,
2
enhance the Digital Examples,
practice,
assessments, and more!

20
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Program Resources
Big Ideas Math: Modeling Real Life provides all teachers and students with access to all materials on one
digital platform in addition to easily accessible print resources.

Student Resources

Teacher Resources

Student Edition*
Dynamic Student Edition

Teaching Edition
Resources by Chapter

Dynamic Classroom

Interactive Tools
Interactive Explorations
Digital Examples
Tutorial Extra Example Videosw
Self-Assessments

Family Letter*

Interactive Tools

Warm-Ups

Interactive Explorations

Extra Practice

Digital Examples with PowerPoints

Reteach

Formative Check

Enrichment and Extension

Self-Assessment

Chapter Self-Assessmentw

Flip-To

Additional Resources
Vocabulary Flash Cards*
Graphic Organizers
Math Tool Paper

Skills Trainer
Skills Review Handbook
Game Library*
Multi-Language Glossary*
STEAM Videosw
eBook App
Homework App

Laurie’s Notes

Digital Warm-Ups and Closures

Assessment Book
Prerequisite Skills Practice*

Dynamic Assessment System

Pre- and Post-Course Tests*

Practice

Course Benchmark Tests*

Assessments

Chapter Tests*

DAP Assessment

Instructional Resources
Vocabulary Cards
Activities
Blackline Masters

Skills Review Handbook
Newton and Descartes’s Math
Musicals with Differentiated
Rich Math Tasks
Manipulative Kit
Literature Kit

Performance and Standard Reports

Answer Presentation Tool
Additional Resources
Lesson Plans
Differentiating the Lesson
Pacing Guides
Worked-Out Solutions Keyw
Family Letters*

Video Support for Teacher
Life on Earth Videos
Professional Development Videos
Concepts and Tools Videos
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* Available online in Spanish
w Available for Grades 3–5
Indicates Print/Hands-On Resources
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K–12 Programs Designed to
Meet the Needs of All Learners
Big Ideas Learning provides a cohesive, coherent, and rigorous
mathematics curriculum to empower teachers and support
student learning from kindergarten through high school.
Written by a renowned, single-authorship team, these programs
encourage students to become strategic thinkers as they prepare
for college- and career-readiness.
Big Ideas Math
Modeling Real Life Grades K–5

Big Ideas Math
Modeling Real Life Grades 6–8

Big Ideas Learning
Grades 9–12

Precalculus
AP® Calculus

Advanced middle school
courses available!

Integrated Mathematics courses
also available!

Common Core Edition available for Kindergarten through Algebra 2

Learn more!

NGL.Cengage.com/BigIdeas
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